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Self-harm in prisons isn’t ‘exciting’ – it
aﬀects tens of thousands of prisoners

The number of mental health patients being sent ‘out of area’ has risen 40 per cent in the last two years, the BMA revealed.
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Last year, there were 34,586 incidents of self harm reported in prisons across England and
Wales. With a prison population of just over 87,000 that could mean up to 39 per cent of

prisoners are self harming.
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If you like life to be exciting, there are always alarm bells going oﬀ, resuscitations, selfharming incidents, a lot of chaos that goes on in our prisons
Dr Sarah Bromley
This week there was controversy when, Dr Sarah Bromley, Care UK’s national medical
director for health in justice, seemed to imply that such incidents were in some way
“exciting”. She said in a sta recruitment video: “If you like life to be exciting, there are
always alarm bells going o , resuscitations, self-harming incidents, a lot of chaos that goes
on in our prisons.”

How do prisons try to prevent it?
When a prisoner enters custody they are interviewed by a trained “ rst nights” o cer, and
those who receive sentences of over four years are required to see a mental health nurse
in order to check they’re able to cope with what lies ahead.

Understaﬃng means those who self harm are o en assigned other prisoners as mentors
Prisoners who are found to be at risk of self harm are put into an Assessment, Care in
Custody and Teamwork (ACCT) process. This means those who are vulnerable are
observed and spoken to by a mentor prison o cer. They’re also regularly checked on to
make sure that they aren’t self harming.

Untrained mental health support
But the reality of the prison system means that, at times, trained prison o cers aren’t
available, so those who self harm are often assigned mentors who are other prisoners.
This means they’re looked after by untrained, fellow o enders who are paid £25 a week to
care for those who are vulnerable.

73
The number of prison suicides so far in 2016
Working alongside prison mentors are also Listeners, prisoners trained by the Samaritans.
These are on call 24/7 to o er con dential peer support to anyone who might be
struggling to cope or who is feeling worried or frightened or at risk of self harm.

Specialised mental health care is needed
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But these schemes cannot do anything for those with severe mental health issues,
prisoners who struggle to cope while in the community who might be imprisoned and
released several times a year.
Self harm is four times more likely in women prisoners, according to a 2013 report in
the Lancet. The survey found that quarter of female prisoners cut, scratch or poison
themselves. But the numbers could be even higher – prisons are shortsta ed, and o cers
are required to complete a paper form for every incident. There could be more incidents
which are being missed.
The reality is that self harm in prisons isn’t exciting – it’s a genuine call for help. With 73
suicides so far in 2016,it’s clear that some of those cries aren’t being heard.
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